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ABSTRACT. Bill James’ Pythagorean formula has a long history of estimating a team’s
winning percentage to within a few games each season, using just the total runs scored
and allowed. Its importance is highlighted as it is one of the few non-historical statis-
tics seen on expanded standings pages. For long seasons, small effects often average
out, but this is not the case in the playoffs. We suggest a simple, easily implemented
generalization that incorporates the average runs scored and allowed of the home and
away teams to assign a probability for each to win: rescale the quantities relative to the
league average. We demonstrate the value of this approach by looking at the results of
all playoff series from 2001 through 2019. Taking into account the strengths of each
team in each match-up, we predict the higher seeded team should win 80.18 series and
lose 68.82, agreeing phenomenally well with the actual results of 80 and 69.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bill James’ Pythagorean formula has for years been a staple of sabermetric analysis.
Using just the total runs-scored and runs-allowed of a team1, it predicts their winning
percentage for the season to be

RunsScoredγ

RunsScoredγ +RunsAllowedγ ,

where γ is currently taken to be 1.87 by Baseball Reference2. Miller [Mi] provided a
theoretical basis for this by showing it is a consequence of assuming runs scored and

2020 Mathematics Subject Classification. 62P99.
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Matchups.
1Using average runs scored and allowed instead would give the same prediction.
2See https://www.baseball-reference.com/about/war_explained_runs_to_

wins.shtml, though 1.83 is also often used; the value is different for different eras, from the deadball
era to the steroid years
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allowed are drawn from the three-parameter Weibull distribution:

Prob(X ∈ [a, b]) =

∫ b

a

f(x;α, β, γ)dx, (1.1)

where

f(x;α, β, γ) =
γ

α

(
x− β

α

)γ−1

exp

((
x− β

α

)γ)
. (1.2)

One of its many uses is to assess the value of adding players to a roster, as we can use
runs created statistics [A, C] to see how different signings would affect run production
and defense (see also [Ad, BZ, Br, Go, De, Ke, Min, Pe, Vo] for work on how teams
estimate performance). There is now an extensive literature on the formula, in baseball
and in other sports; see for example [ADMY, CGLMP, DM, HJM, Hu, Ja, LM, Mi].
In addition to providing theoretical justifications, many of the above papers explore
potential improvements to the formula, such as using linear combinations of Weibulls,
and adjusting the run production to not count late inning runs in blowout games.

As none of these adjustments noticeably improves on the predictive power of the
simpler formula, we pursued a new approach: incorporating the data of the two teams
playing to extend the formula to predict head-to-head match-ups, and not just estimate
a season’s performance. This appears to be a promising area of research. We are not
aware of many formulas attempting to solve this problem, other than James’ log 5 for-
mula (see [Bi] for a discussion of when it works and when it doesn’t): if team A wins
p% of their games and team B wins q%, then

Prob(A beats B) =
p(1− q)

p(1− q) + (1− p)q
=

p− pq

p+ q − 2pq
. (1.3)

We can justify it through a simple conditional probability model: we assume A (resp.
B) has a ‘good’ day with probability p (resp. q), and a ‘bad’ day with probability 1− p
(resp. 1− q). We keep playing until the two teams have different outcomes, leading to
the conditional formula above.3

We adjust the Pythagorean Formula to use data from both teams:
• home team RSh,RAh,
• away team RSa,RAa,
• league average runs scored per game is R,
• adjusted home numbers:
RSh,adj = RSh(RAa/R),
RAh,adj = RAh(RSa/R):

We introduce a new statistic, the extended Pythagorean probability that the home
team wins:

Prob(Home TeamWins) =
RSγ

h,adj

RSγ
h,adj +RAγ

h,adj

. (1.4)

3There are four outcomes, but the good-good and bad-bad, with probabilities pq and (1 − p)(1 − q)
are not accessible, and thus the probability A wins is the probability it has a good day and B has a bad
day, p(1− q), divided by the probability that exactly one has a good day, p(1− q) + (1− p)q.
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In the next section we discuss our reasoning for proposing this model, and report on
comparing its predictions to actual seasons. It is worth remarking that instead of (1.4)
we can use an equivalent formula that does not involve the league average, as those
factors are removed by multiplying by Rγ/Rγ:

Prob(Home TeamWins) =
(RShRAa)

γ

(RShRAa)γ + (RAhRSa)γ
. (1.5)

We prefer (1.4) as the quantities have a natural interpretation, as we explain in the next
section.

2. EXTENDED PYTHAGOREAN FORMULA

Billy Beane has perhaps the most famous quote about the value of sabermetrics over
short periods:

My shit doesn’t work in the playoffs. My job is to get us to the playoffs.
What happens after that is fucking luck.

Over the course of a season, effects often average out and estimators often do a very
good job; however, it is precisely the short playoff window where the games matter
most. For example, the Pythagorean Formula is a good predictor against an average
opponent, but there are no average opponents in the playoffs4 It makes no sense to
try to predict a team’s probability of winning looking only at their data; we need to
incorporate whom they are playing.

We were inspired to rescale the runs-scored and runs-allowed by other analyses which
took into account park effects, see for example [Sch1, Sch2]. Note that there is no
change if the opponent is league average. If for example the away team allows 10%
more runs than an average defense, we adjust the home team’s runs-scored by increas-
ing it by 10%. Of course, instead of a multiplicative rescaling we could do an additive
shift. We prefer a multiplicative rescaling rather than an additive shift in runs scored
because of the ‘game to game’ nature of our modeling. The approaches would be nearly
equivalent in a regular season implementation, as can be seen by a Taylor series expan-
sions, similar to [DM], where the authors proved that the linear Pythagorean formula
follows from a multivariable Taylor series expansion of the common formula about the
league average.

Note that (1.4) has many desirable properties. In addition to reducing to the standard
formula when the opponent’s offense and defense are league average, we have the ad-
justed probability that the home team wins plus the adjusted probability that the away
team wins equals 1. To prove this, it is cleaner to use (1.5):

Ph,a = Prob(Home TeamWins) + Prob(Away TeamWins)

=
(RShRAa)

γ

(RShRAa)γ + (RAhRSa)γ
+

(RSaRAh)
γ

(RSaRAh)γ + (RAaRSh)γ
. (2.1)

To simplify displaying the algebra, set

σt := RSt, αt := RAt, t ∈ {h, a}. (2.2)

4Unless of course a team has been plagued with several late season injuries, and is thus very different
than their early season iteration.
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Then we have the sum of the probabilities of each winning is

Ph,a =
σhαa

σhαa + αhσa

+
σaαh

σaαh + αaσh

=
σhαa(σaαh + αaσh) + σaαh(σhαa + αhσa)

(σhαa + αhσa)(σaαh + αaσh)

=
α2
hσ

2
a + 2αaαhσaσh + α2

aσ
2
h

α2
hσ

2
a + 2αaαhσaσh + α2

aσ
2
h

= 1. (2.3)

It is important to note that the probabilities summing to 1 would not hold in general
if instead of rescaling by quantities such as RSa/R we instead rescaled by (RSa/R)

b

for b ̸= 1; doing so would magnify or diminish the adjustment (as b → 0 it reduces
to the original Pythagorean formula, while b → ∞ gives tremendous impact to small
changes): in obvious notation we now have

Ph,a(b) =
(RShRA

b
a)

γ

(RShRA
b
a)

γ + (RAhRS
b
a)

γ
+

(RSaRA
b
h)

γ

(RSaRA
b
h)

γ + (RAaRS
b
h)

γ

=
σhα

b
a

σhαb
a + αhσb

a

+
σaα

b
h

σaαb
h + αaσb

h

=
σhα

b
a(σaα

b
h + αaσ

b
h) + σaα

b
h(σhα

b
a + αhσ

b
a)

(σhαb
a + αhσb

a)(σaαb
h + αaσb

h)

=
σhσaα

b
hα

b
a + σb+1

h αb+1
a + σhσaα

b
hα

b
a + σb+1

a αb+1
h

σhσaαb
hα

b
a + σb+1

h αb+1
a + σb

hσ
b
aαhαa + σb+1

a αb+1
h

, (2.4)

and if b ̸= 1 the third (after sorting) term in the numerator does not match the corre-
sponding term in the denominator, though all the other terms do match. It is interesting
that the only adjustment which is permissible under symmetry constraints (as the proba-
bility one team wins must equal the probability the other loses) is a simple multiplicative
rescaling.

3. COMPARISON WITH POSTSEASONS

The true worth of a model is not whether or not it is elegant or beautiful, but rather
whether or not it does a good job explaining what has occurred and predicting what
will follow. To that end, we looked at the results of all playoff series from 2001 through
2019. We chose this window as it provides a large number of head-to-head match-ups of
strong teams, and ends before major rule changes which can affect the exponent which
is known to be different in different eras. Thus we stop before the Covid season, before
the new rules for extra innings, and so on.

To compare predictions to outcomes we decided on the following metric: if our model
predicts the home team to win the series against a given opponent p% of the time we
credit the home team with p wins and the away team with 1 − p. We then sum all the
credits given to the home teams and to the away teams, and compare those two numbers
with the observed results, remembering an adage from Ernest Rutherford:

If your experiment needs statistics, you ought to have done a better ex-
periment.
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Before reporting on the results, we remark on how we computed the probability the
home team won; for the purpose of our analysis the home team is designated the team
with the higher seed and thus home for the first game, which is not necessarily the
stronger team. We use our adjusted formula to calculate the probability the home team
beats the away team in a given game: p = p(RSh,RAh,RSa,RAa); for simplicity we
do not take into account home field advantage, which changes throughout most of the
series. We then compute the probability that the home team reaches n + 1 wins before
the away team in a best of 2n+ 1 series:

Prob(Home TeamWins) =
2n+1∑

m=n+1

(
m− 1

n− 1

)
pn+1(1− p)m−(n+1); (3.1)

this is because if the home team wins in m ∈ {n + 1, . . . , 2n + 1} games then they
win exactly m− 1 of the first games and win the mth game. Note the longer the series,
the greater the likelihood the better team will win; see Figure 1 (as well as [CM] for
applications of this analysis to compare success in sports such as basketball and football,
which have very different playoff structures).

FIGURE 1. The probability a team with probability p of winning a
given game (x-axis) wins a best of 2n+1 series for 2n+1 ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7}
(the bottom curve is a best of one, and not surprisingly the probability
of winning the series is the same as winning a game, and each curve
higher is a series of length two more, note how quickly the better team’s
chances of winning a best of seven approach 1.

We used data from Baseball-Reference5 for the playoff match-ups, results, and team
statistics; we do not need to describe any detailed statistical test as to whether or not
our prediction aligned well with reality!

5https://www.baseball-reference.com/

https://www.baseball-reference.com/
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• Observed: Higher seed wins 80.00 and loses 69.00.
• Log-5 Method: Higher seed wins 83.19 and loses 65.81
• Extended Pythagorean: home wins 80.18 and loses 68.82.

Given that we are dealing with integer quantities, our predictions round perfectly to
the results, and Rutherford would be proud!

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our purpose was to adjust the Pythagorean Formula to be of use for head-to-head
match-ups; while our analysis was focused on baseball, similar comparisons can be
done for other sports. We obtain a very easy to implement formula using the four key
pieces of information: each team’s runs scored and allowed (while we use the league
average in describing the method, it is not needed in the actual computations). With
over 150 playoff series as data, we have a large enough sample to do a reasonable
comparison of our predictions and results, and found phenomenal agreement.

While there are other adjustments one can consider, if we wish to keep the symmetry
of the probability one team wins equals the probability the other loses, the only possible
scaling of the form (Ropponent/Rleague)

b is to have b = 1. As an experiment we tried
anyone varying b and computing the number of series win credits to assign to the home
team; the exponent value which best fit the actual data happened to be b = 1.

A major advantage of our analysis is that we are incorporating data from both teams
in an estimation of the probability of either winning. There are many related projects
that can build on this. We are still treating each team as a monolithic quantity: it does
not depend who you start, or what starter you face; all that matters is your average prop-
erties. This of course is not true, though the hope is that correcting for these changes
will be lower order effects. For example, for platoon effects a team will often change
some of their starters based on the handedness of the opposing pitcher, impacting their
run production as well as their defense. It would be interesting to break teams into
sub-teams, taking into account who they have on the mound and the handedness of
their pitcher. Additionally, one could do a finer analysis of series and try to incorporate
home field advantages game by game, though there are so many effects that can be of
greater importance but are not easily incorporated. For example, in 2005 the White Sox
played the Red Sox in the first round of the playoffs; the White Sox had clinched their
spot with enough time to rest their starters, while the Red Sox were fighting till the last
game of the season to reach the playoffs. It is reasonable to posit that this difference
helped lead to the White Sox sweep (14-2, 5-4, 5-3).
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